There for you

with heart & soul

Nadja

Linz

Nadja Sykora

House matron in Teddyhaus Linz

+43 (0)664 | 88 432 800
n.sykora@herzkinder.at

Being alone ist isn´t
for small children!
Accommodation for families.

Hong-Loan

Hong-Loan Chau

...the good soul for cleanliness and tidiness
in Teddyhaus Linz

For more informations or room reservations,
please contact Nadja Sykora!

www.herzkinder.at

Österreich

So that you can be there
where your heart beats!
Accommodation with Heart.

The paediatric cardiac centre in Linz (Kinderherzzentrum Linz) always
tries its best to accommodate every patient’s mother in the child’s
room. In case this is not possible, there is also separate accommodation
available for the parents. However, the number of these rooms is limited
and therefore, it often occurs that parents do not have any other choice
than to look for other accommodation during their child’s stay. Expensive
hotels are normally out of the question.
Just a „teddy’s jump“ away from the paediatric cardiac centre Linz
(Kinderherzzentrum Linz), we have created a cosy place for mums and
dads. It is a little oasis where they can sleep, shower and regain their
strength – so that they are only a heartbeat away from their child.
Even though these flats will not replace your home, we truly hope
that these 4 apartments, with 16 nicely decorated rooms (including
recreational rooms), will give you comfort during your child’s stay at
the hospital. We truly want you to have the chance to be with your
child at all times!

House patron:
Thomas Brezina

“

Home is where your heart

can laugh without dread and
dry its tears at rest.

“

„Herzkinder Österreich” and the association „Teddy Schwarzohrhaus”
create space to change things. Together, we can achieve even more!
Thomas Brezina became in
2010 the house patron of
„Teddyhaus Linz“.
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For more informations visit our website:

www.herzkinder.at

IBAN: AT13 2011 1890 8909 8000 | BIC: GIBAATWWXXX

